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Universal Signature
Series Shorts
Favorite

Made to the exacting specifications of champion
bodybuilders, the Universal Signature Series Shorts
are designed in the spirit of the popular tanks,
featuring retro style with a modern cut. Emblazoned
with the bold Universal logo on the left leg and
the Signature Series patch on the right, they’ll
know what brand your represent from all angles.
Universal yellow trim lines the outer seams with a
notch on the side leg and a thick, old school tied
drawstring holds them up. Even more popular as the
temperature rises, any season is suitable for a
fresh pair of Universal Signature Series Shorts.
Get yours today.

Product Note: Shorts tend to be slightly form-
fitting and may be prone to shrinkage. For a
baggier fit, select a size one larger than your
usual. Also, to minimize shrinking the fabric, be
sure to closely follow the care instructions on the
tag sewn into the garment.

– Select –

 Oldest First | Newest First

FreDMouL
Posts: 0

Nov 10, 2013, 12:20 pm Awesome short ! Really like it, I need a second one

Report Abuse

AnimalAgz
Location: Strong
Island
Age: 21
Posts: 140

Jan 10, 2013, 07:33 pm These shorts are awesome- I get a lotta notoriety when I
wear these and they're a big hit no matter where I
train. Everybody loves them! They're a little lose since
its not an elastic waistband but instead a drawstring,
but the Universal design and Patch are SIIIICCCKK! Wish
I had a pair for every day of the week!

Report Abuse

danpiano
Location: Phenix City,
Alabama
Posts: 2

Jan 02, 2013, 09:22 pm I love the design of these shorts. Just wish I had
ordered 2 pair. Everyone at my gym asks: Where did you
find these shorts?

Report Abuse

Frederick
Posts: 0

Sep 07, 2012, 11:50 pm The best shorts I ever buy for the gym; might get one
more !

Report Abuse

Aug 17, 2012, 12:25 am Love this shorts!!
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Joelacho06
Location: Salt Lake
City
Age: 39
Posts: 0

Report Abuse

A-N-I-M-A-L
Location: love-
sic@hotmail.com
Age: 23
Posts: 11

Jun 26, 2012, 10:59 am Great shorts for leg day!

Report Abuse

T Dirty
Location: BeastCoast
Posts: 65

Apr 26, 2012, 12:52 pm Get a size bigger, these puppies shrink a little, I rock
an XL. Deep Pockets, thick drawstring. Hotness!

Report Abuse

Cronus
Location: Los Angeles,
CA
Age: 28
Posts: 776

Apr 06, 2012, 09:59 pm Just got my new pair today in M. Looks/feels SO much
better then the L I originally ordered. Thanks to the
Universal packaging team for kicking down bumper
stickers/Rage PWO's!
A good Friday indeed ;^)

Report Abuse

Josh Landry
Location: CT
Age: 30
Posts: 2209

Apr 05, 2012, 05:14 pm these bad boys are awesome!! I'm wearing and XL and it
fits nice little loose in the waist but it has a tie
string but fits the quads nice. Deff would like to pick
up another pair.

Report Abuse

Cronus
Location: Los Angeles,
CA
Age: 28
Posts: 776

Apr 03, 2012, 09:59 pm Sounds like you have the same measurement as me. I
ordered a Large the other week. Was a bit too long/big.
I was hoping the shorts were a bit shorter in lenght,
for better squatting/leg presses. Returned it for a
Medium size. Hoping they come this week. Need to rock
them at the gym already.

Report Abuse

KingofPapaya
Posts: 0

Apr 03, 2012, 07:43 pm Just got my shorts in today. So far they seem excellent!
I got a M and they fit well. My waist is about 30/32
and I have plenty of room (need to use the drawstring)
and the legs have room without being snug, although my
thighs are only 23". With that though, I can squat in
them without them pulling or being tight. Other than the
fit, they are very comfortable material and look sick.

Report Abuse

Mandarator
Location: Edmonton,
Alberta
Age: 26
Posts: 63

Mar 26, 2012, 08:07 pm I love these. I want to wear them every day! lol

Report Abuse

DirtDragon20c
Location: Central
Jersey
Age: 27
Posts: 42

Mar 26, 2012, 05:28 pm SWAG!

Report Abuse

Cronus
Location: Los Angeles,
CA
Age: 28
Posts: 776

Mar 15, 2012, 11:16 pm Hmmm, I'm a 32/33 wasit size. It does seem that one will
have to get a size larger.
Initially I was going to go with a M, but after reading
Mandarator's review - I'm going with a Large.
In any case, the rep said they can be returned if the
size is not to your liking.

Report Abuse

fidz_master
Posts: 2

Mar 15, 2012, 05:48 pm If I wear 32 for jeans, what would be my size in these?

Report Abuse

Mandarator
Location: Edmonton,
Alberta
Age: 26

Mar 07, 2012, 10:18 pm Lol. Got my package today. Woot! These shorts run small.
27" thighs and the Medium is a tad on the tight side.
I'm dieting right now for a show, so they'll eventually
fit, but I guess I'll have to order a large for the
offseason! Lol. They're sweet though! Didn't know they
had front pockets too
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Posts: 63
Report Abuse

Mandarator
Location: Edmonton,
Alberta
Age: 26
Posts: 63

Mar 07, 2012, 10:15 pm Lol. Got my package today. Woot! These shorts run small.
27" thighs and the Medium is a tad on the tight side.
I'm dieting right now for a show, so they'll eventually
fit, but I guess I'll have to order a large for the
offseason! Lol. They're sweet though! Didn't know they
had front pockets too

Report Abuse

kasper52
Location: JERSEY
Age: 22
Posts: 160

Mar 05, 2012, 11:33 pm thanks. ill have to order another pair then!

Report Abuse

kasper52
Location: JERSEY
Age: 22
Posts: 160

Mar 05, 2012, 11:33 pm thanks. ill have to order another pair then!

Report Abuse

Universal
Location: New
Brunswick, NJ
Posts: 1142

Mar 05, 2012, 04:11 pm @kasper52: Possibly.

Report Abuse

Razor
Location: Chicago, IL
Age: 34
Posts: 4016

Mar 05, 2012, 04:05 pm And ordered!

Report Abuse

Mandarator
Location: Edmonton,
Alberta
Age: 26
Posts: 63

Mar 04, 2012, 10:30 am I can't wait 'til my mail comes, hopefully this week. .
. LOL

Report Abuse

kasper52
Location: JERSEY
Age: 22
Posts: 160

Feb 28, 2012, 04:59 pm are these going to be limited edition?

Report Abuse

G Diesel
Location: NJ & PA,
East Coast, USA
Age: 35
Posts: 1822

Feb 28, 2012, 09:32 am I'd say a 32" waist would be a large.

Report Abuse

ecallstar13
Location: Denver, CO
Posts: 0

Feb 27, 2012, 06:41 pm 32" waist size = size medium?

Report Abuse

Universal
Location: New
Brunswick, NJ
Posts: 1142

Feb 27, 2012, 04:48 pm I put sizing tips here:
http://www.universalusa.com/Community/Forum/Live/Universa
USA-Style/Signature-Series-Universal-Shorts#post_146104

Report Abuse

B. Rowe
Location: Los Angeles
Age: 30
Posts: 2790

Feb 27, 2012, 04:42 pm Who is the model? Just trying to gauge how big the leg
is as far as diameter.

Report Abuse

Universal

Feb 27, 2012, 04:28 pm Great shorts. Those legs, they need a shave, LOL.
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Location: New
Brunswick, NJ
Posts: 1142

Report Abuse
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